
Sermon for Morning Prayer 8am 9th May 2010
John 5:1-9

Fourteen years ago this month, Graham and I were at the
funeral of family friend - a close friend of my mothers’ who
had herself died four months before. There was a big crowd
of folk in a farming community to which we were strangers, so
we took up our regular fall back position, wielding tea-towels
in the the kitchen, making ourselves useful. There I met an
old acquaintance - Irish Pat, the help who’d probably known
my mother as a teenager, and who’d always been a feature of
my visits to the farmhouse. Busy chatting, I fumbled the
cutlery I was drying and dropped two teaspoons, which landed
on the floor in the shape of a cross. Quick as flash Pat says

“crossed teaspoons is a sign you’re pregnant”!

Graham and I hope we laughed the incident off as a saying
we’d never heard before and changed the subject. To this day
I don’t know if Pat realised how right she was!... It was just
too soon for us to be sure or to prove it, so we kept shtum.

Of course, it was a superstition, presumably an Irish one - or
else Pat had spotted something that no-one else twigged for
weeks afterwards! If so, it could have been a moment when a
superstition was created - except that following Mum’s death,
we had already acknowledged that my pregnancy was a healing
gift from God.



The pool at Bethesda at which this morning’s Gospel reading is
set, was also a place of superstition. It has been excavated on
the NE side of the Temple Mount in Jerusalem and appears to
have been dedicated at one point to a pagan healing God.
Others, with a more Jewish take on the sporadic healing
properties of the pool, thought that the pool was occasionally
disturbed by the movement of an angel - that’s the story in
the missing verse 4 of this passage, left out since it doesn’t
appear in the earliest and most authoritative texts.

Are you left wondering why, on the Sabbath of a Jewish
festival, Jesus was in such a place?

But why shouldn’t he be?

As the true Son of the true God, it was important that he
acted in the muddled places of belief - the places where the
forces of God’s created world were being miss-applied by the
human desire for things to be “put right” where they were
supposedly wrong; twisted or paralysed  limbs, and unseeing
eyes, were regarded as an aberration of creation.

I wonder how crippled and blinded we are by superstition?
Where are the missing and muddled places in our spiritual
lives that mean we don’t live as usefully and effectively as
Jesus desires us to?



For some, our spiritual muddles will be something that we’ve
simply learnt to live with because there has been no-one
whose been able to take us to the stirring waters of
knowledge, or perhaps we’ve never asked!

Others of us, may have lived unknowingly with superstitions
since childhood (old stories fabled, or some half-remembered
sayings). It is only when we encounter the truth that we are
able to walk away from them, instantly believing because the
new truth inspires our faith.

I remember as a girl in the playground, how much store was
set by that old rhyme: “Monday’s child is fair of face,
Tuesday’s child is full of grace,” how hard it was for anyone
born on a woeful Wednesday, and how I felt pressured to live
up to being a “Friday’s child.” It was a great relief to have it
explained to me that it was just a saying, and had no truth to
it - even if, I was also told this was not an excuse for giving
up being “loving and giving”!

When we try and live as family, or community, of faith, we can
also tie ourselves into spiritual ‘superstitions’ which may make
us believe that some of our fellowship aren’t as sound in their
beliefs as others. If we try and insist that altar candles are
lit in a certain order, or that you can only be an authentic
Christian if you pray in tongues, we are becoming hidebound
by something nearing superstition. We may inherit these ideas
from those who led us to faith, or the traditions of the
churches where we were nurtured, but they are not things
which proclaim Jesus as the saving gift of God, for the world.



Standing chatting to an aging cripple at the side of
Bethesda’s pool, Jesus was demonstrating what he was on
earth to do. He may have been a Jew, fulfilling the prophesy
that salvation would be ‘of the Jews’. But as he commanded
the man to take up his mat from beside a pool of superstition
and walk away, he was also signalling that the new life he was
bringing was available to the wider world.

When Jesus said to the man “Get up” the word he used is
written in one of the ways used regularly in New Testament
to describe resurrection. This may be why this reading is
featured in this space between Easter and Pentecost:
resurrection, new life in Christ, is found when we put aside
our superstitions, and our muddled spiritual thinking, and
listen to the clear commanding voice of Jesus. He does not
demand that we state our belief in him in any specific form of
words, nor that our faith be based on years of theological
study or inherited interpretation. What he does demand is
that when we hear his voice, we act decisively, taking from
under us that which has made us comfortable, and stepping
forward into a future that he has made possible, so that the
world might see our witness and through it understand God’s
truth.


